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MARSHALL ULRICH | RACE DIRECTOR
Legendary ultra-endurance athlete Marshall Ulrich, dubbed the “Endurance King” by 
OUTSIDE magazine for his decades-long position at the top of the world of ultra distance 
racing. One of the few people on earth to have reached all Seven Summits, Marshall was the 
subject of the documentary Running America, about his attempt to break the 3000-plus mile 
transcontinental (US) running record,. He holds the record for finishing the Badwater 146, the 
most grueling ultra race in the world more times than anyone else. He holds numerous 
records and podium finishes in 24-hour running races and international ultra runs, is a 
founding member of Team Stray Dogs, and one of only two people to complete every Eco-
Challenge Adventure Race. 

HEATHER ULRICH | ULTRA EVENT LOGISTICS CHAMPION
A bona fide veteran base camp support team member and Marshall’s logistics lead on 
numerous global adventures, Heather brings a patina of firsthand wisdom and experience on 
the front lines of ultra-endurance events across the globe. With a degree in Environmental 
Journalism, she worked in marketing for several companies in the healthcare, consulting, and 
high tech sectors before becoming the “Endurance Queen” for her tireless efforts to 
champion the sport of ultra-racing while coordinating Marshall’s engagements, editing his 
books, and fundraising for the Religious Teachers Filippini and the Alzheimer’s Association.

MARK ‘MACE’ MACY | HONORARY CHAIRMAN 
An ultra-endurance legend and father to Travis Macy, atop endurance athletes and coach, 
Mark has been best friends and teammates with Marshall for decades. In 2018, “Mace” was 
diagnosed with early onset Alzheimers and has been fighting the battle of his life as he races 
against the debilitating disease until a cure can be found and treatments improve. 

DR. BOB HAUGH | MEDICAL TEAM
Veteran of numerous grueling global adventures and events as part of Team Stray Dogs, “Dr. 
Bob” will serve as the Medical Team lead.

This race works to benefit both the Alzheimers Association in honor of  
‘Mace’ and Historic Route 66 Association of Arizona in honor of Angel 
Delgadillo, the original founder of the association and lifelong champion 
the legacy of this iconic part of America. 
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RACE MANAGEMENT

Photo by Di Zinno

Team Stray Dogs is one of the most accomplished 

and experienced ultra racing teams in history.

Traversing the Pemberton Ice Cap near Longspur peak.
Eco-Challenge British Colombia, Canada 1996



Following a portion of the 1928 Bunion Derby races that saw a racial and social mix of 

athletes run across the US along Route 66, the Route 66 Ultrarun is similarly “A Race for 

Everyone” that will find ultra runners & adventurists from around the world running along 

one of the most scenic and beautiful stretches of America’s iconic Route 66.  

The race will host up to 100 ultra runners who will meet in Seligman, AZ 
and race 140-miles on foot to the finish line in Topock, AZ. With a 60 hours time limit

and no intermediate cutoffs, even slower runners should be able to complete the run

Each runner will have a support crew of at least two people to be ‘self-sufficient’ along the 

active highway. Race management will have time stations and medical personnel along the 

route to track and ensure the health of participants.

The event is sanctioned by USA Track & Field, the governing body for the 

sports of track and field, cross country, road racing and race walking. 

WHAT IS THE ROUTE 66 ULTRARUN?
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ROUTE 66 ULTRARUN | THE COURSE

Starting in Seligman, AZ, the 
Route 66 UltraRun participants 
will traverse I40 miles of the 
longest remaining unbroken 
stretch of the ‘Mother Road’ 
from east to west before
finishing in Topock66,  AZ.
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ROUTE 66 ULTRARUN  | EVENT TIMELINE
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BENEFICIARY: ALZHEIMER’S ASSOCIATION 
In recognition of Mark Macy. 

Best friend and longtime teammate of Race 
Director, Marshall Ulrich, Mark has competed in 
eight Eco-Challenges and the Primal Quest 
expedition adventure race along with numerous 
endurance events over several decades. 

Diagnosed with early onset Alzheimer’s, Mark still 
tackled Eco-Challenge Fiji: The World's Toughest 
Race on Team Endure with his son Travis in 2019.

His participation was especially poignant and 
inspiring because Mark had just donated one of his 
kidneys to a complete stranger in May of 2018.

With Mark out on the Route during the race as our 
Honorary Chairman, the race will be imbued with 
his strength of spirit, gentle yet rugged character, 
and his unwavering love of life and exploration.
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BENEFICIARY: Historic Route 66 
Association of Arizona

Local legend Angel Delgadillo, was born and raised one block 
south of Route 66, in Seligman, AZ where he became an 
active conservationist over several decades as “the future” 
tried to bypass the iconic route to make way for bigger, more 
modern freeways.  Knowing it was truly part of the heart and 
soul of America, Angel helped found the Historic Route 66 
Association (AZ) and has kept alive the spirit and viability of 
the fabled ‘route’ ever since. 

The Association gained the critical ‘historic’ designation for The 
Mother Road and has set the shining example for other states 
to follow. A portion of the proceeds from the race will be 
donated to the Association.

Because of these folks we can still travel through the same 
rolling grasslands dotted with Burma Shave signs, wide open 
valleys where cows graze lazily, slow freight trains carry 
America’s commerce.  The race will travel through pinyon 
pine, juniper forests, and sun-kissed deserts with long stretches 
of cacti, and marshland protecting waterfowl and migrating 
birds. Thanks to people like Angel, all of us can enjoy a 
collective true American Main Street.

Angel Delgadillo sitting in front of his Barber shop on Historic Route 66 in Seligman, Arizona 
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ROUTE 66 ULTRARUN 
KEY CREATIVE TEAM MEMBERS
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Early on Tony got his first break as a camera assistant 
working for a Rolling Stone photographer whose 
year long project was a coffee table book on 
comedy.  On his own gigs Tony made a rep for 
himself with a series of propaganda posters of icons 
and athletes for Adidas, Nike + The North Face.

As a concerned photographer he has worked with 
Mountain2Mountain in Afghanistan and the Lakota 
People in the Black Hills on projects of empowering 
women and girls and 'giving voice’ to the traditionally 
underserved.

His focus now in the natural world of endangered 
species, biodiversity and habitat is evidenced by his 
recent doc, The Bees of The Grand Staircase. Peer 
memberships include the groups Design for Wildlife 
and Endangered Activism.

His forte is creative direction for visual storytelling 
with a compliment of aerial cinema in terms of 
drone pilot captures for stills + motion on location.

Tony Di ZinnoRick Baraff

Rick is an internationally recognized film and 
documentary director / producer specializing in
campaigns for a wealth of impact-making
organizations and outlets including: 

Globo TV Brazil, PBS, Rush HD Network, Nehst 
Studios (now DigiNext Films), Planet Experts, 
Quantcast (SF tech co), Destination Races, Channel 
Off (BRA), Napa Valley Film Festival, Earthx, Primal 
Quest & Eco-Challenge Adventure Races, 
BottleRock Music Fest and much, much more.

Rick is also an expert script and features writer who 
attended graduate school for copywriting/advertising 
and worked in both the agency and PR worlds. 

He has also been commissioned to write scripts and 
has won awards for his screenwriting as well as been 
published in numerous national & regional 
magazines.

His forte is outside-the-box, audience-focused, 
change-making storytelling and media creation.

Gonzo Adventure Media Pro Documentarian / Media Professor



SPONSORSHIP LEVELS | 2022 
PLATINUM EXCLUSIVE TITLE SPONSOR $100K

GOLD LEVEL $75K

SILVER LEVEL $50K

BRONZE LEVEL $30K

COPPER $10K
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PLATINUM LEVEL $100K
For PLATINUM level sponsorship, the Route 66 UltraRun will grant the full rights for the use of still 
photography + video assets from the event production team’s coverage for use in public relations, 
advertising, and social media for the term of one year (or until the start date of the 
next race) for the enhancement of the sponsor’s image and the pride of association with the 
inaugural Route 66 UltraRun and its beneficiaries.
Additionally, we offer exclusive title sponsor branding placement of sponsor logo in race 
promotions and outreach across print, social media, merchandise/swag, competitor bibs/gear (time 
dependent) and other related endeavors. 
PLATINUM level also receives: 
Four (4) comped tickets to our Awards Banquet (Nov 13th).  
Five (5) framed and signed ‘definitive’ race photos. 
Exclusive in-person keynote/inspirational presentation by race director, Marshall Ulrich
A branded one-minute ‘sizzle’ video compilation of the race and event.
We also remain open to custom requests and ideas for placement and/or other premium 
deliverables.

ROUTE 66 ULTRARUN SPONSORSHIP
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GOLD LEVEL $75K
For GOLD level sponsorship, the Route 66 UltraRun will grant the full rights for the use of still 
photography + video assets from the event production team’s coverage for use in public relations, 
advertising, and social media for the term of one year (or until the start date of the 
next race) for the enhancement of the sponsor’s image and the pride of association with the 
inaugural Route 66 UltraRun and its beneficiaries.
Additionally, we offer top level branding placement of sponsor logo in race promotions and 
outreach across print, social media, merchandise/swag, competitor bibs/gear (time dependent) and 
other related endeavors. 
GOLD level also receives: 
Four (4) comped tickets to our Awards Banquet (Nov 13th).  
Five (5) framed and signed ‘definitive’ race photos. 
Exclusive in-person keynote/inspirational presentation by race director, Marshall Ulrich
A branded one-minute ‘sizzle’ video compilation of the race and event.
We also remain open to custom requests and ideas for placement and/or other premium 
deliverables.

ROUTE 66 ULTRARUN SPONSORSHIP
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For SILVER level sponsorship, the Route 66 UltraRun will grant the full rights for the use of still photography 
+ video assets from the event production team’s coverage for use in public relations, advertising, and social 
media for the term of one year (or until the start date of the next race) for the 
enhancement of the sponsor’s image and the pride of association with the inaugural Route 66 UltraRun and 
its beneficiaries.
Additionally, we offer prominent branding placement of sponsor logo in race promotions and 
outreach across print, social media, merchandise/swag, competitor bibs/gear (time dependent) and other 
related endeavors. 
SILVER level also receives:
Two (2) comped tickets to our Awards Banquet (Nov 13th).  
Three (3) framed and signed ‘definitive’ race photos. 
A branded 30-45 second ‘sizzle’ video compilation of the race and event.
Exclusive opportunity to have famed ultra-athlete and race director, Marshall Ulrich, provide a 
keynote/inspirational presentation (all expenses paid by sponsor). 

We also remain open to custom requests and ideas for placement and/or other premium deliverables.

SILVER LEVEL $50K
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BRONZE LEVEL 
$30K
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ROUTE 66 ULTRARUN SPONSORSHIP

For BRONZE level sponsorship, the Route 66 UltraRun will grant the full rights for the use of still photography 
+ video assets from the event production team’s coverage for use in public relations, advertising, and social 
media for the term of one year (or until the start date of the next race) for the enhancement 
of the sponsor’s image and the pride of association with the inaugural Route 66 UltraRun and its beneficiaries.
Additionally, we offer distinct branding placement of sponsor logo in race promotions and outreach 
across print, social media, merchandise/swag, competitor bibs/gear (time dependent) and other related 
endeavors. 

BRONZE level also receives:
Two (2) comped tickets to our Awards Banquet (Nov 13th).  
Two (2) framed and signed ‘definitive’ race photos. 
A branded 30-45 second ‘sizzle’ video compilation of the race and event.
Exclusive opportunity to have famed ultra-athlete and race director, Marshall Ulrich, provide a 
keynote/inspirational presentation (all expenses paid by sponsor). 

We also remain open to custom requests and ideas for placement and/or other premium deliverables.



COPPER LEVEL $10K
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ROUTE 66 ULTRARUN SPONSORSHIP

For COPPER level sponsorship, the Route 66 UltraRun will grant the full rights for the use of still 
photography + video assets from the event production team’s coverage for use in public relations, 
advertising, and social media for the term of one year (or until the start date of the next 
race) for the enhancement of the sponsor’s image and the pride of association with the inaugural Route 66 
UltraRun and its beneficiaries.
Additionally, we offer distinct branding placement of sponsor logo in race promotions and outreach 
across print, social media, merchandise/swag, competitor bibs/gear (time dependent) and other related 
endeavors. 

COPPER level also receives:
One (1) comped tickets to our Awards Banquet (Nov 13th).  
One (1) framed and signed ‘definitive’ race photos. 
Exclusive opportunity to have famed ultra-athlete and race director, Marshall Ulrich, provide a 
keynote/inspirational presentation (all expenses paid by sponsor). 

We also remain open to custom requests and ideas for placement and/or other premium deliverables.



“ The Mother Road, … and the Human Race ”
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Heather Ulrich
Heather@MarshallUlrich.com

720-320-2613

Marshall Ulrich
Marsh@MarshallUlrich.com

970-380-3769 (It’s for everyone) 

https://Route66UltraRun.com
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